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/ 

For more than a cent.ry before H.go Gt:pti.s' birth (1583) 
profOllnd metamorphoses in Westernman-s views of the .niverse had 
been .nder-way. A grad.al, sometimes hard-won transition from 
the medieval to what wo_ld become a proto~modern view of the .ni
verse's reality. m.st have formed a forcef.l part of the yo.ng 
Groti.s· schooling. These changes had both macro- and micro
cosmic implications for the art of the disting.ished j.rist' s 
day. Science waas in the ascendancy, and the former intuitive 
pantheistic thinking came to be replaced by the much more intel
lectual and exacting studies of astronomy, mathematics and 
anthropology. 1 

Among the transitions to which I refer, man's expectations 
for the position of this planet in the universe had its effects 
.pon his senses of time and distance. Toward the latter part of 
the sixteenth century the Dane Tycho Brahe, in his De a.ndi ae
therii recentiorib.s phaenomenis (1588) answered Copernicus' view 
of the centrality of the sun to the universe with a construct 
that made the earth the unmoving center with all other planets 
revolving about the s.n. 2 In 1609, five years after Hugo Gro
tius' De jure praedae was written, Johannes Kepler's Astronoaia 
nova returned to the Copernican view that the planets traveled 
aro.nd the ssn. 3 Implicit in Kepler's discussion of the workings 
of the universe was the issue of the shape of that universe, for 
he added to Copernicus' view the recognition that the pathways of 
the planets were ellipsoidal. 

Kepler also looked deeply into problems in the new science 
of optics, approaching it in geometric terms and in terms that 
had to do with the potency of light itself. 4 For Kepler color 
was a function of light. 

In the art of Grotius' age all of this intellectual ferment 
seems to have found its reflection. Specifically I refer 1) to a 
view of the universe that had effects upon cartography and land
scape painting, 2) to the new science of optics that, in 
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painting, led not only to concerns for color b.t also to s.btle 
formal changes 1 and 3) to a cQncern with time that was implicit 
within the geographical considerations of distance. Despite 
these concerted explorations into science, the biases of man of 
the Renaissance contin.ed predominant at least into the first 
part of the seventeenth cent.ry, d.ring which man's life became a 
_asue of time that linked the world of physi~al reality with 
that of the hereafter. 

0' 

/ 
/ 

Not far from the border of the Netherlinds, in Westphalia, 
the painter Herman Tom Ring provides .s in 1555 with a mechanis
tic view of the, Copernican .niverse in his Last J.dgement, now 
in Utrecht's Centraal M.sellm: it became a \lsef.l device with 
which to shape space. Later in the cent.ry space itself became a 
topic of both interest and spec.lation with Giordano Brlino's De 
l'infinito, .nivereo e .:lndi (1584).5 Br.no's neo-Platonic pro
position of an infinite .niverse .n which each celestlal body'bad 
its.own so.l see.s to have been one of the bases for the organi
.ations of space that appear in Jacopo Tintoretto's Paradise 
(Venice, D.cal Palace) of 1587 and more so in El Greco's View and 
Plan of Toledo (Toledo, El Greco M.se.m) of ca. 1610-14.6 E1 
Greco's work, with a fig.re to the right foregro.nd holding an 
.nf.rled map of Toledo, goes far beyond Tintoretto' s to s.ggest 
an infinite progression beyond the earthly horizon's c.rvat.re. 
Yet the Copernican .niversal str.ct.re remains, with perhaps con
tin.ing s.pport from Dante, especially in the Tintoretto. 0 In the 
El Greco work this has been almost overdone, not only by the 
broad Cllrvat.re ot the planet b.t also by a softened clo.d-filled 
atmosphere admitting of the possibility of the infinite. Indeed 
a bllle opening in the sky on the central axis of the painting 
addresses a never-ending space beyond the earthly. 

A softened clo.d-filled sJty, opened not to bllle b.t to a 
brilliant yellow, occ.rs above the scene of Christ's Baptism 
painted in 1602 by J. A. Wtewael (Ottawa, National Gallery of 
Canada).7 Tne sense of the infinite may be perceived differently 
in Barent Fabrithls' Rebecca WelcOllled by Abrahaa (Chicago, Art 
Instit.te) of the late 1640's.8 Attention is called to the sky 
by a spotlighting effect .pon which the scene occ.rs, and which 
presents the same potency of light in the same colo.r that pre
dominates above in the sky, whIle the scene itself seems to re
cede almost infinitely beyond the. two broad arcs of the hills 
that border the sky. 
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By the latter decades of H\\go Grothls' life (he died in 
1645), the earthly shackles of space were virt~al1y totally dis
solved in the never-ending contin.ity post~lated first by Gior
dano Br.no. Of the almost co.ntless examples reflecting this in 
D.tch painting of the time, I call attention to Aert van der 
Neer's Winter Scene with Fig.res Playing Golf, Jan Lievens' 
Panoramic Landscape of ca. 1640, and Jan van Goyen's River 
Landscape with a View of Overschie of 1642/(all in Pasadena, 
Norton Simon M"se.m).9 Indeed the landsc~pe with infinitely 
receding space had not only been taken .p by D.tch painters b.t 
had become a major contrib.tion of Groti.s' cent.ry to the his
tory of art by the time of the eminent j.rist's passing. 

While the inq.iries of Kepler into the potency of light 
helped to establish the new science of optics, late in the six
teenth ce~t.ry and d~ring the first years of the seventeenth in 
Italy light's force was employed in a new way by Caravaggio and 
his fol~owers.lO Intense contrasts of light and dark, with light 
emerging from the darks to soften the latter's borders, seem to 
have characterized nat.ral effects, while certain shaip shafts of 
light and consequently sharper accompanying shadows often repre
sented a more spirit.al, inel\\ctable existence. This mode of ex
pression was qttickly seized .pon early in the seventeenth cent.ry 
by such Dutch painters as Hendrik Terbr"gghen in his 1621 The 
Calling of St. Matthew (Utrecht, Centraal M"seum), 11 thmlgh the 
spirit.al aspect of light was .nderemphasized. Often the flame 
of a candle became the centerpiece of a painting representing a 
scene at night as in Terbr.gghen·s Esa~ selling his Birthright 
(So"th Carolina, Bob Jones University), among others by him1 and 
as in Gerrit van Honthorst's (1590-1656) work, Christ Before the 
High Priest (London, National Gallery, ca. 1617)1 and in Matthias 
Stomer 's pa i n t irig, The Mocking of Christ (Norton Simon M\\seum, 
ca. 1633-9), to cite only a few examples. 12 It was the geni\\s of 
one of the greatest artists of the western world that transformed 
the presentation of light in painting into a variety of expres
sions, many of which seem to have been highly innovative. Ire
fer to Rembrandt van Rijn. 

M.ch of Rembrandt's early work displays the feat.res of our 
disc\ission of light immediately above .13 For instance, in his 
The Head Operation of ca. 1624-1625 (Hoevelaken, N.J. van Alst) 
from the very dark s.rro\\ndings of a book-lined interior, light 
picks o.t for "s two men removing lice from the hair of a third. 
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Light is so potent here as to be almost tangible, while the dark
ness seems a thin, almost impenetrable veil reaching from the 
light into the corners of the pictare. In his famotis and shock
ing Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Ttllp of 1632 (The Hague, Mauritsh~is) 

the same sort of treatment forces ~s to look at the faces of each 
of the participants, at the corpse, and at an instnlctionbook 
that is placed prominently albeit to the lower right. Indeed, 
the dynamic s"ccess of the composi tion as a whole is predicated 
"pon the use of light to describe its major thr.sts. Much the 
same seems the case for his early portraits, s"ch as of the 
Preacher and of Mrs. Johannes Elison of 1634 (Boston, M~se~m of 
Fine Arts), alt~o.gh in these particular works he achieves deli
cate balances between dark forms and lighter spaces. 

Yet among his early paintings there are indications of 
other, newer \lses of 1 ight. In The Artist' s St.dio of 1628 
(Boston, M\lsetsm of Fine Arts) we find the painter deep in the 
st~dio'sspace, partly darkened, partly ill.minated by an intense 
light that appears to emanate from the painting .pon the easel in 
the right foreground. l4 Upon the wall and near the artist, two 
palettes hang concentrically jast beyond the beginnings of shadow 
bat in the light. Aside from the artist's white collar and the 
white sleeve above his right wrist, his right hand that holds 
palette and br\1.sh are accentuateqly light. Light verS\lS dark 
work together with the formal composi tion to anno.nce the real 
theme of this painting. Despi te the darkness of its back the 
easel is thnlst into great prominence near the center of the 
foreground bat just off to the right. The two palettes upon the 
wall and the artist' s creative hand are all q.alified by the 
presence of the creative light of and from the pict.re itself. 
The thollsand-year-old eq1Jlation of light as a manifestation of 
Christ is apparently replaced here by light as a manifestation of 
painting, of art. Rembrandt, then, is interested in the manner 
in which light alone may q.alify a physical object: in this case 
the painting "pon the easel is qualified not directly b.t instead 
by indirection. In the artist's mature works this too changes. 

Fo.rteen years after this work, Rembrandt completed his Com
pany of Captain Francis Bannin9 Cocq, the so-called Night Watch 
(Amster-dam, Rijksm.sew.m), in which his attention to light-- and 
its omnipresent qualifier, dark -- was greater than his efforts 
to present individllal portraits. 1\5 Light and dark work to ani
mate the space of the scene, providing us with variol1s riddles. 
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For example, first and foremost, why can we not identify all of 
the members of Cocq's company as in other gro.p portraits of the 
time? What is within the gaping blackness described by the great 
arch in the left backgro.nd? Why does light suff.se and in part 
escape from the seated female figure left of center in the mid
dlegro.nd? Neither space nor the context of this paper permit .s 
to pose answers, except to say here that Rembrandt's reasons were 
based .pon his artistry r.ather than .pon a9'Y other realities. 
When we look at the straightforward pres,'ntations of similar 
gro.ps in the work of s.ch artists as Frans Hals, for example, in 
his Bang_et of the Officers of the St. Hadrian Militia Company of 
1627 (Haarlem" Frans Hals M.se.m), 16 we see clearly how dif
ferently Rembrandt .sed lighting in his Night Watch. 

Among Rembrandt's many self-portraits from the l640s to the 
.end of his life (1669) are several that demonstrate his develop
ment of the concept first seen in the Artist in His St.dio --that 
light emanates from the painting itself. Technically, by the\lse 
of glazes combined with a selective employment of somewhat heavy 
impastoes, it is the reflection of light returning to .s, q.ali
fied by vario\1s degrees of transparency b.ilt into the painting, 
that enables· \1S to perceive in fact light and color as "emana
ting" from the painting. Rembrandt .sed this in a profound and 
magnificent manner to make his sllbjects seem invested with in
tensely spiritual qualities. 

Frans Hals, instead of seeking towards the infinite or the 
spirit.al, soaght the momentary effects of color and light. His 
Merry Drinker of 1628-1630 (Amsterdam, Rijksm.sellm) and his Malle 
Babbe of 1629-30 (Berlin-Dahlem, Staatliche Mllseen Pre~ssischer 

K"lt.rbesi tz), each with m.ch of the brllshwork clearly visible 
per se, speak of the startling possibilities of movement, figures 
caught in a flash of action. 17 The same may be said of such 
works as Judith Leyster' s Jolly Drinker of 1629 (Amsterdam, 
Rij ksmllseum) .18 In all, the motive that seems a constant in 
these and many other similarly -momentary" visions is that of the 
transitory aspect of hllman life -- or, as William Shakespeare 
wrote, "all the world's a stage and all the men and women merely 
players .... -19 In the art of the Lqw Co.ntries during Grotius' 
days, we have moved from the macrocosm of an infinite universe to 
the relative microcosm of man in his momentary existence. 

In-deed, a grea.t deal of the Dutch seventeenth cent"ry 
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predilection for genre painting may likewise be .a.nderstood as 
reflecting man's h.man q.ali ties d"ring his brief stay on this 
earth. I refer here for instance to many of the typical works of 
Adrian van Ostade (1610-84), Gabriel Mets" (1629-1667) and Jan 
Steen (1626-1679), with their often robust, even low-life coarse
ness. 20 Coeq.al with genre in pop.larity and often in meaning 
was still-life painting. 21 ThOlllgh freqllently looked .pon by 
twentieth centllry commentators as merely decorative displays of a 
rich seventeenth cent"ry middle class in Holland -- and s.rely 
this attractive materiality was one aspect of their appeal then 
and now -- the message of Vanitas was carried by such items as 
the clock, or merely the key that was "sed to wind it, a Skllll, 
half dr"nk goblets of wine, partially cons"med foods of at times 
lavish partak ings. 22 Recently Svetlana Alpers has deal t wi th 
some specifics of D.tch seventeenth cent.ry genre and still life 
painting, exploring in extenso aspects of their ranges of 
expression. 

The science of optics waas also addressed to minutiae that 
approached the microscopic in this cent.ry of van Leenwenhoek. 24 

E. de Jongh made a rather f.ll case for the meanings of pearls, 
for example, some few years ago in ·Pearls of virt.e and pearls 
of vice. -25 while taking great care to avoid spec.lation. De 
Jongh mentions that in Vermeer's Yo"ng Lady with a Pearl Necklace 
of ca. 1660-62 (Berlin-Dahlem, Staatl iche M.seen), the meaning 
attached to the pearl necklace that the woman is abo.t to fasten 
armmd her neck "... is di ff iClll t to discover precisely ••• since 
there are no other motifs which cO\lld be taken in conj"nction 
with [itJ.,.,,26 The same may be said of the pearl earrings worn 
by Vermeer's Yo.ng Woman with a Flute (Washington D. C., National 
Gallery), accomplished a few years after Hugo Grotius' death, and 
his Woman with Pearl of about 1665 (The Hag"e, Mauritshuis). 

On the other hand, de Jongh makes it clear that in Vermeer's 
Allegory of Faith (New York, Metropolitan M1S.selllm of Art), the 
pearls pertain to faith. Faith and science appear to be virt.al
ly one in Vermeer's art. Vermeer's observations of the world 
armlnd him were enhanced, he mllst have thmlght, by his .se of 
the camera obsc.ra. 27 Kepler had used this instr\lment for solar 
observations,28 and, after variOllls other wri ters had disc"ssed 
it, by 1658 its usef.lness for artists was taken lip in a work en
titled Graphice, or the Most Excellent Art of Painting p"blished 
in English. 29 Imperfections in the lens of this instrument are 
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apparently recorded by Vermeer in his Woman with the Feathered 
Hat which dates from the early l660s (Washington, National Gal
lery),30 where some few otherwise inexplicable, pearl-like specks 
appear .pon the woman's face and clothing. Scientific instr.men
tation becomes in this work a factor of _n~s_al and probably ~n
expected conseq"ences for Vermeer's art: it helps him to see and 
depict light beams that co.ld have recalled the shapes of pearls 
which were symbolic of his faith. 

The painters of H_go Groti_s' time synthesized science and 
technology with art so strongly that, after the interl"de of 
Romanticism that concl",dedtoward the middle of the nineteenth 
cent.ry, this synthesis became central to the arts of the modern 
age in Western E",rope and in the New World. 3l 
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